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Kennisnet is the public organization for Education & ICT.
We provide a national ICT-infrastructure, advise the sector councils and share our knowledge with the primary education, secondary education and vocational education and training.
Together with the sector counsels we enable the educational sector to realize their ambitions with ICT.

Edustandaard is the Dutch Educational standardization platform of all main public and private organisations operating in the field of education enabled by Kennisnet and Surf.
Edustandaard harbors 2 IMS QTI application profiles

- **DEP**
  for high stakes exams

- **NL QTI**
  light version application profile for initial QTI implementers (usually within not dedicated testing software)
Make a Meaningful Connection (for Friday?)

- In depth metadata in QTI to know what each questions relates to
- Use meaningful metadata, not just text
  use actionable URI’s of curriculum data

“In NL we use the OBK, what do you use?”

http://purl.edustandaard.nl/begrippenkader/